For each item below, answer the following question: "When I am in interpersonal situations (such as with close friends, with strangers, at work, at social gatherings, and so on), in general how important is it to me that I act or appear or am treated this way?" Use the following rating scale:

0 not important to me 1 mildly important to me 2 moderately important to me 3 very important to me 4 extremely important to me

Sample Item:
When I am with him/her/them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I be well dressed

If when you are with others you generally consider it extremely important that you be well-dressed, you would circle 4. If it is not important that you be well dressed, you would circle 0. If you consider it moderately important that you be well-dressed, you would circle 2.

1. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I appear confident
2. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I not expose myself to ridicule
3. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I feel connected to them
4. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I appear forceful
5. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I live up to their expectations
6. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I express myself openly
7. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I keep my guard up
8. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I get along with them
9. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that they acknowledge when I am right
10. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I appear aloof
11. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that they support me when I am having problems
12. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I keep the upper hand
13. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I do what they want me to do
14. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that they respect what I have to say
15. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that they keep their distance from me
16. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I make them feel happy
17. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I not back down when disagreements arise
18. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I not make mistakes in front of them
19. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that they come to me with their problems
20. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I am the one in charge
21. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I go along with what they want to do
22. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I have an impact on them
23. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I do better than them
24. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that they approve of me
25. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that they not tell me what to do
26. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I not say something stupid
27. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that they show concern for how I am feeling
28. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that they mind their own business
29. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that I not make them angry
30. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that they listen to what I have to say
31. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that they not know what I am thinking or feeling
32. When I am around them, it is... 0 1 2 3 4 ...that they not get their feelings hurt
SAMPLE SPSS SCORING PROGRAM:

* PA = +A, BC = +A-C, DE = -C, FG = -A-C,
  HI = -A, JK = -A+C, LM = +C, NO = +A+C.

Compute PA = (CSIV01+CSIV09+CSIV17+CSIV25)/4.
Compute FG = (CSIV02+CSIV10+CSIV18+CSIV26)/4.
Compute LM = (CSIV03+CSIV11+CSIV19+CSIV27)/4.
Compute BC = (CSIV04+CSIV12+CSIV20+CSIV28)/4.
Compute HI = (CSIV05+CSIV13+CSIV21+CSIV29)/4.
Compute NO = (CSIV06+CSIV14+CSIV22+CSIV30)/4.
Compute DE = (CSIV07+CSIV15+CSIV23+CSIV31)/4.
Compute JK = (CSIV08+CSIV16+CSIV24+CSIV32)/4.

COMPUTE AgenticVector = 0.414*(PA-HI+(.707*(BC+NO-FG-JK))).
COMPUTE CommunalVector = 0.414*(LM-DE+(.707*(NO+JK-FG-BC))).

* ipsative scores.
COMPUTE csivmean = (PA+BC+DE+FG+HI+JK+LM+NO)/8.
COMPUTE iPA=(PA-csivmean).
COMPUTE iBC=(BC-csivmean).
COMPUTE iDE=(DE-csivmean).
COMPUTE iFG=(FG-csivmean).
COMPUTE iHI=(HI-csivmean).
COMPUTE iJK=(JK-csivmean).
COMPUTE iLM=(LM-csivmean).
COMPUTE iNO=(NO-csivmean).